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George and Debbie Collins have been serving in missions since 1981 beginning in Bangladesh and, today, 

serve with Live Global, a ministry we established 28 years ago. Our aim is to find God’s faithful servants 

who most often live in the world’s difficult places where missionaries from the west can’t easily live and 

minister. We then establish partnerships with them and also invite North American churches to 

participate with us with our goal of providing any assistance that the ministry partner needs as they seek 

to reach their communities with the Good News. 

 

Family update:  Deb’s mother went to be with her Savior on May 1st.  Sorting through 88 years of Dad 

and Mom’s memorabilia, an amazing picture has formed of God’s faithfulness to the family through 

several generations.  What a heritage!  PJ (oldest son) and Christiana continue in immigration law and 

will add grand baby #6 this year.  David (middle son) was able to get two months of intensive counseling 

which has helped him tremendously.  He has applied for several jobs and is hopeful of landing one 

soon.  Benjamin (youngest son) and Suzi have applied for missionary visas to Thailand on their recent 

visa run. Their ministry in Khorat is taking off and Ben is recovering well from two brain surgeries to 

remove a tumor.  Pray that the tumor will not grow or cause any further issues going forward.       

 

Growing team:  Live Global has experienced significant growth these past 3 years and we now have over 

100 North American missionaries serving on our team. We are grateful for this increase but are facing 

the challenge of providing specific care and counsel for each, especially as they learn the many aspects 

of partnership ministry and as they seek to raise their own support. 

 

Ukraine crisis:  Our team is engaged in serving our ministry partners in countries bordering Ukraine, 

taking trips into Ukraine to provide supplies for refugees and helping secure lodging and food for those 

who have fled their homes. We hear amazing stories of how our partners are being used of God in 

significant ways as they rise to meet new challenges every day. Would you pray particularly for believers 

in Ukraine, Moldova and Bosnia as they seek to “provide a cup of cold water” in the name of Jesus. 

 

Lebanon:  EK manages a soup kitchen ministry to the majority community, disciples in a Syrian refugee 

camp, and is praying about opening a small community free clinic.  He has two street evangelism and 

worship projects in Hungary and Romania scheduled for this summer.  

 

Nepal:  The monsoon season has arrived which makes trips and treks into the mountains difficult and 

dangerous for BS.  The need for in-depth Bible training is urgent.  New believers are hungry for 

knowledge and desperate for teams to reach their villages.  The Beautiful Feet trekking ministry 

continues under P Sherpa and, during the rains, his small flock pitched in to build a church structure to 

meet in.  Pastor DC did exceptionally well with a trial medicine for his aggressive throat cancer and 
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hopes were high; however, the cancer has returned and treatment in India probably means he will never 

see his homeland again.  Through it all, DC remains a model of faith. 

 

Myanmar:  It would be an understatement to say that the military coup has complicated lives and 

ministry in this country but the work goes on.  Pray for Faith BBC&S in Yangon and in Tedim, Living Hope 

School and all its’ staff in the capitol city, and for the coffee shop that funds evangelistic 

campaigns.   Partners are constantly facing persecution from local authorities and individuals who are 

antagonistic toward those who represent Christ in their communities. This can take on many forms and 

is always present as they go about their daily lives. Your prayers for protection and opportunities to 

share Christ in this environment would be of great encouragement to them. 

 

Liberia, Monrovia:  Winston, an ex-prisoner who met the Lord while incarcerated in Bangkok, Thailand, 

has returned to his home country to bring the gospel as well as humanitarian aid to inmates of 

the Gbarnga and Monrovia Central Prisons.  Winston will be undergoing surgery for an enlarged 

prostate.  Pray for healing.  This prison ministry needs him! 

 

Children’s ministry:  Colleagues J and S have worked tirelessly to get 99 Adventures in the Bible’s Big 

Story (www.99adventures.org) translated into Russian, Spanish, French, Burmese, Nepali, Bengali, 

Romanian, and Soura.  Coming soon are Mandarin, Portuguese, and Hindi translations.  Teams have 

been or will be dispatched to our partners living in countries that speak these languages to train those 

who want to start childrens ministry.   These countries recently included Chile and Nepal with the 

Dominican Republic, Myanmar, and Nicaragua coming up later this year. 

 

Facing illness:  If God touches your heart to pray for precious partners and their medical needs, here are 

a few in need of those prayers.  Rebeca M serving in Mexico City (stomach cancer); Ariel A in the 

Philippines (waiting on gallbladder surgery); Pablo R in Chile (colorectal surgery); Olga K in Moldova 

(recovering from colon cancer/chemo); Alexe in Romania (high blood pressure and extreme fatigue); 

Winston in Monrovia (prostate surgery); Bosnia’s home for kids with special needs (lots of various 

medical issues)    
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